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This is another 'u-can fix-it" title. It shows you the most common failures to the classic XBOX
and what you can do to getting it up and running again or just keep it clean and working. Loaded
with photos, and details, plus info on modifying or hacking the XBOX so it can do a lot more
than just play a few games.

 (NOTE: A hacked or modified XBOX is not allowed on some gaming sites and is concidered
cheating)

Also, you should not clean any neglected device without protection. Some of the allergens and
dust inside the XBOX and other devices like TVs, VCRs, DVD Players, Home Theater and
sound equipment can make you sick (like a cold) in just a few days after cleaning; you might
experience minor throat, eye or  nasal irritations. (especially from stuff that hasn’t been cleaned
or serviced in years).

If you are cleaning your XBOX for the first time and want to fix or modify its operating system
and maybe add a bigger hard drive (80gb-160gb suggested), or get a fancy colored case with
lights... check out llamma's website , and Unicron's article on: getting the XBOX HDD Key . (i
use his diagram for the interface and cable described later in this guide). Along with Unicron's
article and cable, you'll need to download a little file called; "xboxhdm" (xbox hard drive maker)
it should be a snap for someone versed in the ways of Linux. If you are new to XBHDM then
there is a LONG VERSION or SHORT VERSION help areas on the Web to get you started or
un-stuck. (you might find this or another program that lets you 'format' a new hard drive), and
hopefully it will use the HDD Key (eeprom.bin) file reteived using Unicron's method. Your new
hard drive (as far as i can tell) can't be over 360GB, and there seems to be a limit on partitions. (i
cant seem to get past drive I:) C, D, E, F, G, and H work just fine until i go over 180GB...whats
up with that..?

 Adding a standard USB port to a new or old controller, (prefeably one you dont like)...the wiring
is very simple and easy. To get the XBOX game hack on the USB drive; you'll have to change a
(*.inf) file installed on your Windows system and the way it reads the USB flash drive you want
to use as a XBOX Mem Cartridge. XBOX Memory Cartridges are NOT compatible to anything
except an XBOX and a PC running AR (action replay)

 

http://www.llamma.com/xbox/
http://www.llamma.com/xbox/Repairs/Reading_Xbox_Hdd_key.htm
http://www.xboxisozone.com/downloads/30/Xbox-Hard-Drive-Maker-v19-(xboxhdm).html
http://www.xboxisozone.com/tutorial/4/how-to-use-xbox-hard-drive-maker-(xboxhdm).html
http://forums.afterdawn.com/thread_view.cfm/3/533828
http://www.techfreaks.org/articles/modxbox2.shtml


To make an xbox 'mem save' cartridge; just use an old or new USB FlashDrive, and a modified
game controller. I got Action Replay (2003) from CodeJunkies to transfer XBOX game saves,
exploits, and help files. In order to use a standard USB flash drive instead of an actual
Mem-Card, you will have to know how to install a device driver and have system administrator
rights on your PC. You might want to buy the new(er) Action Replay or just download the 3.1
version from CodeJunkies now ).

 In order to modify the OS (operating system); I used XBINS (xbox binary depository) for the
"splinter cell" exploit, and downloaded the 'game save' files onto a flash drive...but your
computer has to be fooled into thinking it sees a XBOX Mem Cart instead of a USB flash drive.
Just modify the drive (xbreader.inf) file found in the C:/Programs/Datel/Action Replay/Drivers
directory.

 To get a device's ID using windows 98/ME/2000 I use a little program called USB View
(http://www.ftdichip.com/Support/Utilities/usbview.zip) to see the Vendor's device ID and
Product ID when its plugged into one of my USB ports.

 USBView shows the old flash drive I want to use on my XBOX as:

 idVendor: 0x05DC
 idProduct: 0xA701

 here is the example of the device IDs added to the "xbreader.inf" file....

 USB/VID_05DC&PID_A701

 Use the ID codes from USBView or any other device info tool, and enter them into the AR's file
list of compatible XBOX Mem Cards. Then when you plug in the USB flash drive into your PC;
it should load the Action Replay driver instead of using the one in windows. If not, then change
the drive's properties and update or change the device driver to the Action Replay driver. Restart
your PC then start the Action Replay program again and plugin the flash drive now; then just
'drag and drop' the exploits (LINUX game saves) to the PC Database or Memory Card window.

 NOTE: ALL FLASH DRIVES WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY ERASED if you plug it into
an un-moded (virgin) XBOX!!! Mark your PC flash drives with (PC) and your XBOX flash
drives with (XB) and keep them separate.

 In the image below; I made a render the best I could. You decide on where you'll place your
female USB port; I chose the top slot on the controller for my USB port (I had mount it upside
down on mine). If you get no response from the new port on your controller, then reverse the
DATA IN and DATA OUT wires. If you still get no response, you might not be using the true
ground for the controller. Make sure you don't use the spot next to the GND; it is for some other
device. NOTE: you should use XBMC to test and use the USB port (if possible).

http://us.codejunkies.com/home_downloads.asp?c=US
http://uk.codejunkies.com/downloads/XBOXAR_USsetup1_31.zip
http://uk.codejunkies.com/downloads/XBOXAR_USsetup1_31.zip
http://www.xbins.org/index.php
http://www.ftdichip.com/Support/Utilities/usbview.zip
http://www.ftdichip.com/Support/Utilities/usbview.zip


 

If you are wise in the ways of downloads, then get the last and most stable version of XBMC
(xbox media center) v9.0 or 9.1. XBMC is a fantastic build of media proportions. It allows you to
use any standard USB Keyboard, Mouse, and of course, a flash drive that you might use with
your PC. It also lets you transfer all your media (Movies, Music, Photos, Games, etc.) to your
XBOX hard drive with any standard USB Flash Drive and it's built-in file manager. XBMC can
also play most of the Web or Net movies already out there, and all MP3 files today. Click Here to
get more info on XBMC ver 9.xx (2009 was the last stable version)

http://xbmc.org/download/
http://xbmc.org/download/


 

The other best place to find the real files you seek is; (XBINS) ; it might have another version of
XBMC (I think the v9 link above is the best bet), so choose your options carefully. As usual, I
can't tell you exactly where XBINS is, but the site has more info on how to connect and install
the COMmunication software on your PC. Once you have the XBINS client-ware installed; you
should be able to navigate your way (or FTP) to the download site and get what you need. After
you download the needed files; the only way to get them into your XBOX (before you actually
have XBMC installed) is; FTP (file transfer protocol) through the 'back door' using the
networking port on the XBOX console or by putting your files on a -R DVD/RW disc then using
your dashboard file manager to transfer files. (Use XBMC for flash drive from now on)

 

Some versions (or models) in the beginning of the XBOX line; were lacking honest support and
contained poor quality DVD ROM drives, these troublesome drives caused lots of people to turn
to the Sony Playstation for a game machine. There are about 5 or 6 versions of xbox models.
Before you begin; make sure you don't have the 1.0 version (2001/2002). These models have the
Phillips DVD ROM drive which; was not covered in the user's warranty because of all the
complaints. Microsoft requested all owners of these units to return them (at the owner's expense)
for minor repairs and then charged them for a new drive...(Hittachi or Samsung were most
common replacements).

 

http://www.xbins.org/index.php


The screws are a 'hex' technician type (about 15 metric for really long bottom screws and 10
metric for the ones inside) and the bottom screws can be modified. I used a Dremel with a 'cutting
wheel' to make a _slot_ or groove in the head of the screw. Now I can use a standard screwdriver
to remove them. Some screws in the early years were 'black' and not silver. All units have the
same tech-type screws inside.

 

After you have the screws removed, you can lift the cover off. At this point; take it all outside and
blast the heck out of it with air. Or you could do it after you removed the DVD and HD drives.
You will need to remove the three (3) screws holding the DVD and HDD in their place. The DVD
drive is the first to lift, then the HDD and it's tray will lift up and out.

 



Remember the 'tight fit' here, it will be a little tricky when you are ready to put it back in. The
HDD power cord (4colors) fits neatly in a track/rail, and it has to be pulled up and then pushed
down to get the slack you'll need to lift the HDD tray up.

 

Disconnect the I/O ribbon cable and the power connector on the HDD and DVD drives, and
remember exactly how the DVD ribbon is connected to the motherboard...(red stripe on ribbon)
and the direction its plugged in. The same goes for the power cords, and the little yellow bundle
(or white or whatever color they could be) from the DVD drive. I use a Red or Black marker on
my connections just before I remove them to help make it easier later.

 

Here you can see the collection of dust, hair, and carpet fluff. Be careful not to disturb the dust
until you are ready to take it all outside. This dust and it's germs can make anybody ill in just a
few days. (much like a cold) Use a dust mask or something to protect you from breathing this
stuff in.



 

If you are going to clean the entire xbox or want to put it in a new (custom) case, remove all the
motherboard screws (12) and the power supply screws (2). plus, remove the (2) screws holding
down the controller port(s). Before you go any further, take it all outside now (if you haven’t
already).

 

Remove the front panel by pulling on the sides, and spreading the side clips, and pull-up on the
little tabs located near the bottom of the face; it will then drop-off to reveal the status light and
power button. Some 1.0 and 1.1 models suffer from a 'sticking' eject button, and can cause
unwanted errors. To fix these, I remove the face, and grease (Vaseline) the button directly. If that
don't help, try using a nail-file or emery-board to lightly sand or trim the button housing so it don't
stick or touch the button.

 



Some XBOXes have been built with a variety of cheap parts, and this 1.1 model shows the main
causes of a failure. The capacitor we need to check is located near the front, and is the main
power to the controllers and the front panel. If this part is bad, it will look like it 'leaked' or caused
damage to the circuit board. It will have to be replaced with a capacitor of the same value (1000uf
@5volts). If you have to, you can substitute a capacitor of higher voltage, but the value has to be
the same.

 

This is also a good point to consider if you want to add lights or even internal A/V ports (as
shown) If you are going to cut any holes now is the time to do it. (make all cuts as accurate as you
can...and take your time, this project is well worth it).

 

If you are going to hack your XBOX; you should change the HDD (hard drive), you'll have to
read the article that Unicron made years ago. His diagram for the cable used and instructions
cover all the stuff needed to get the XBOX HDD Key. The XBOX uses a unique set of numbers
to identify it's HDD and DVD drives. Every XBOX has it's own key, and no two are alike. If you
have to replace the DVD ROM drive, remember YOU CAN use any classic XBOX DVD drive,
just unplug the old one and plug-in the new one, no code key is needed, and the XBOX will
accept the new or used original DVD drive with no troubles.(as long as its clean and works).



 

The LPC Header port is located around the same place for all models, in the center and to the left
on the motherboard (under the DVD drive). The only model that might be different is the 1.6 and
some of the 'prototype' models refurbished just after the first production model was released.
These slightly-different models were used as test machines before any were available in stores
and have been redone by Microsoft and may contain different controller port arrangement,
different video chips, and other things.... (read Unicron's article).

 

When you are ready to get the HDD Key, make sure that the unit works and is ready to be
powered-up. You will have to plug-in the A/V cable before you turn it on. If you don't; the unit
will fail it's 'checksum' at startup and flash red. If you use PonyProg2000 or even version 2.7 do a
'double take' when reading your EEPROM and the author suggests you do it a couple times for a
better chance to have a good eeprom file.

 

http://www.llamma.com/xbox/Repairs/Reading_Xbox_Hdd_key.htm
http://www.lancos.com/ppwin95.html


Save the EEPROM reading as "eeprom.bin" in it's own folder, and send a copy to floppy disk.
(the 'ol 1.4mb kind) for use later. After you have a copy of the HDD Key saved, you can check it,
and make sure its good with a little program downloaded and called " LiveInfo ". This program is
shareware, and has a time limit of 30 days (I think) before you are asked to buy it. I used it here
once to verify a good Key.

If you are just cleaning the unit to get it working right, then your next step is to clean the DVD
ROM drive. Remove the DVD drive from it's holding tray (pops out). Take out the screws that
hold the cover down.On some drives they are on the top of the drive, on this one they are on the
bottom To get the tray open, just push-in on the emergency eject lever located at the bottom and
under the tray door. Some models just have a little hole where the eject lever is, and you'll have to
find something to fit in the hole and eject or 'unlock' the tray.

 

Dirt, dust, and pet hair are the main causes to DVD drive failure. The lens inside the drive can get
scratched by all the hair or dirt flying around when playing a game. If the lens is damaged on the
DVD drive, you'll have to find a new lens, or get another drive. I found replacement 'pick ups' for
the XBOX DVD ROM drives on eBay for about $20 bucks, and there are several to choose from.
There are a few good pages out on the Web that show you how to replace the laser lens unit if you
have to.

 

http://dwl.xbox-scene.com/~xbox/xbox-scene/tools/eeprom/LiveInfo_Beta_3-Xbox_v1.6-Yoshihiro.rar


Cleaning the dirt and dust from the DVD drive is easy, just be careful handling the drive when the
tray is open; it can break. Also, be sure not to touch the lens or drive wheel with any grease or
dirty brush (or fingers). The drive wheel needs to be cleaned with a 'non-shredding' cotton towel,
and alcohol (70% or better). If you can use a microscope or magnifier lens to see the condition of
the drive wheel and laser pickup lens, then do that first before you do anything. The pickup lens
can be touched lightly with a cotton swab (Q-Tip) soaked in alcohol, and a blast of air to clean it.
It is VERY sensitive to touch, so avoid touching it if possible and especially after cleaning or
putting it back together.

 

A dirty DVD ROM drive will not read discs and it will cause the box to act weird during game
play. (slow loads and sometimes freezes can occur) All XBOX game machines (no matter what
model) will fail in three years or less if no service is done to save it. I have seen some badly
scratched pickup lenses from dirt damage, and found that they can still work, but the rate at which
they load a game will be slower. This drive (Samsung 605g) is a 6x speed, and some later version
drives like the Hittachi can spin at 8x normal speed. This drive when done; will have a 5,000k a
second read ability, and should load Halo in about 1 minute.

 

The drive wheel has a small rubber coating to grip the disc. If the drive wheel has dirt or foreign
matter on it, the disc won't spin right and it might wobble, or bounce around which; can scratch
the lens. When the lens is fresh and clean, it should appear as a smooth glassy surface. Tiny pits,
scratches, or even grooves can be seen on some lenses that have been neglected. The DVD ROM



drive has a spinning rate of about 8,000 RPM, and any dirt, dust, sand. and even pet hair can
damage the lens at those speeds. So it’s a good idea to open-it-up and clean your digital
equipment once every 6-12 months as preventive maintenance.

 

After you have cleaned everything, make sure you didn’t forget to check the fan's power
connector, and that it spins freely. Its important to keep the box cool during use, and if the fan
don’t work; you’ll have to find a replacement. A computer fan should work as a replacement
(never had to replace one ...yet)

Some machines overheat and cause the XBOX to shutdown only after a few minutes of use. If
you decide on hacking the XBOX, and choose to use another OS, then the 'fan speed' can be
pumped-up or increased with the added features in the new OS. I chose to use the UX (Unleash
X) OS and desktop, and with that I could change the fan speed to 2x or even 3x. Everything runs
great, and if you keep it clean, it should work for many more years.

 

With today's XBOX (360), it too has to be cleaned and serviced just as often and is vulnerable to
dirt and dust damage like its predecessor. Later I will post a cleaning and mod guide for the new
XBOX 360, but until then; keep what you have clean and working. If you get really creative, you
could 'pimp' your XBOX using tons of cool parts that are available still, but they are fast leaving
eBay. Some people painted or even 'skinned' their XBOX with brilliant colors and patterns for a
new way to display it, just look for Classic or Original XBOX Cases, Lights, and Skins.



 

For an invaluable mod; add a Hard Drive Light! You'll be able to see when your HDD is really
working or not. Just connect a wire from the LED (-negative side) to pin#49 on the HDD (next to
last from the end), and put a 220k resistor (black, red, red, brown, gold) between the LED +side
and the +5volts from the hard drive's power cord- Red). If you don't feel like getting creative, you
could just 'pimp' your XBOX using tons of cool parts that are on the Net, but they are still costly.
Some people painted or even made their own 'skins' with brilliant colors and patterns for a new
way to display this cool machine.

With my XBOX; I made dust filters to save the drive and I also added a new ATA-IDE 160gb
HDD, then cut a hole in the top and bought a Big Blue LED from Radio Shack (about $4.99). I
also cut the holes needed  for lights and putting in standard A/V (audio & video) ports on the
back. I now call it the XBOX 180 -Retro Game Machine, and it does a lot more than just play a
few games.( see the Spring2010 Newsletter ).
 
...Game..still On!
 
-CopyCat

http://the_copycat.tripod.com/newsletter2010a.html
http://../Share/website/donate.html
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